Abstract. We investigate the rate of convergence of so-called n-point Gauss type quadrature formulas to integrals of the form
Introduction
Let be a general distribution function on 0; 1). We consider quadrature formulas of the form P n j=1 jn f(x jn ) with positive weights jn > 0 and with real knots x jn > 0. If these quadrature formulas are exact for all integrals I (f) = R 1 0 f(x)d (x) where f is an arbitrary Laurent polynomial of the form P q j=?p a j x j where p = p(n) and q = q(n) are nonnegative integers such that p+q = 2n?1, then these are called n-point Gauss type quadrature formulas. If we want to investigate the behavior of these quadrature formulas as n ! 1 with both p(n) and q(n) tending to 1, then it is natural to consider integrals R 1 0 f(x)d (x) where f(z) = P 1 ?1 f k z k such that P 1 k=0 f k z k and P 1 k=1 f ?k z k represent entire functions. This class generalizes in a natural way the Laurent polynomials.
In this paper we shall give rates of convergence for these n-point Gauss-type quadrature formulas. In Section 2 we introduce the necessary notation and de nitions. The main results are introduced in Section 3 and in Section 4 we apply these general results to the special case when d (x) = x a expf?(x + x ? )gdx, a 2 R and 2 (1=2; 1). whenever the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral is de ned and nite. Let fp(n)g n2N be a sequence of nonnegative integers such that 0 p(n) 2n ? 1 for any n. Now, because of (2.1), all the moments c k , k 2 Z are nite and a polynomial Q n of exact degree n (unique up to a multiplicative factor) can be constructed satisfying Z 1 0 x j Q n (x)x ?p(n) d (x) = 0; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1:
Let fx jn g n j=1 be the zeros of Q n , then there exist positive weights fA jn g n j=1 such
A jn P(x jn ); 8P 2 2n?1 (2.2) where k (k 0) denotes the space of polynomials of degree k at most. For p and q nonnegative integers, we write for subspaces of Laurent polynomials
where is the space of all Laurent polynomials. Take L 2 ?p(n);q(n) (p(n)+q(n) = 2n ? 1), then, since L(x) = x ?p(n) P(x) with P 2 2n?1 , one has
where jn = x p(n) jn A jn > 0, j = 1; : : : ; n. The expression
will be called the n-point Gauss-type quadrature formula for d (x) in ?p(n);q(n) .
Observe that I (L) = I n (L) for any L 2 ?p(n);q(n) . For further details about these quadrature formulas see BDMGVO97a] , BDMGVO97b], BDMGVO98].
In this paper we shall be concerned with the convergence of these quadrature formulas for functions admitting a Laurent expansion valid in C n f0g. That is we study the convergence of I n (f) when f is a We now introduce two functions R x and r x which we shall use to control the size of respectively the largest and smallest node x jn as n ! 1. These R x and r x are two arbitrary functions de ned on 1; 1) which satisfy the following conditions: R x > 0 and r x > 0, R x is monotonically increasing and r x is monotonically decreasing, and lim
x!1 R x = 1 and maxfx jn : 1 j ng R n ;
(2.5) lim x!1 r x = 0 and minfx jn : 1 j ng r n :
(2.6) Thus x jn 2 r n ; R n ], j = 1; : : : ; n, n 2 N.
In the rest of this paper we also assume that the sequences p(n) and q(n) are both monotonically increasing and that they satisfy lim
Next, we introduce two monotonically increasing functions which will measure the degree of exactness of the formulas I n (f). Set v(x) = minfn : q(n) xg; x q(1) By (2.7) it immediately follows that q(v(n) ? 1) < n q(v(n)):
Since lim n!1 v(n) = 1 (recall that lim n!1 q(n) = 1), we get The functions which we introduce next, will enable us to formulate convergence results to be given in Section 3 in a more elegant form. These functions are For more information and properties on several of the notions that were introduced, we refer to Mha96]. There one can also nd in greater detail several (polynomial) results that are related to some of the problems we discuss in this paper for the case of Laurent polynomials.
Rates of convergence
In this section we give the main results about the convergence of the quadrature formulas I n (f), n = 1; 2; : : : as de ned in Section 2. To understand better the technical aspects, we start with two lemmas which give the relation between the parameters , and . They are basically contained in Lub83]. If R x = (Kx) q + , then equality holds in a)ii) and in b)ii), so that R (f + ; s) can be estimated exactly in terms of (f + ).
The following lemma gives the analog for entire functions in 1=z. We prove one more lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Assume that f = f + + f ? is given as in (2.4 Thus, since I n (f) = I (f), 8f 2 ?p(n);q(n) , we can write
We study the convergence of both series in the right-hand side separately. We now proceed as in the proof of the previous lemma. By hypothesis, we know that R (f + ; 1 2(1? ) ) ( ) < 1. Take p > 1 such that = ( ) := p R (f + ; 1 2(1? ) ) ( ) < 1, then there exists an n 0 = n 0 (p) 2 N so that for any n > n 0 by (3.1) sup j>q(n) jf + j j 1=j jE n (x j )j 1=j < 1 and consequently jf + j jjE n (x j )j j ; j q(n): jf ? j jjE n (x ?j )j; the proof follows.
Next, a lower bound for the rate of convergence of the sequence fI n (f)g will be given (compare with Lemma 3.8 in Lub83]). 
On the other hand, from the error expansion for I n (f) (see BDMGVO98]) E n (x k ) 0; 8k 2 Z:
Let us denote by L n ( ; x) the Hermite interpolant from ?p(n);q(n) for the function , at the nodes x 1n ; : : : ; x nn of the quadrature formula. By BDMGVO97b], it follows that E n (x k ) = I x k ? L n (x k ; x) :
Therefore, The proof now follows from (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6).
We conclude this section with a number of corollaries of the previous results. 4. An application to a family of distributions
The general results of Section 3 will now be applied to a family of weight functions introduced in LLMF95] and also studied in BHMF96]. Such weight functions were also considered in our previous papers BDMGVO97a, BDMGVO97b, BDMGVO98] . Throughout this section, the distribution will be given by d (x) = ! (x)dx = x a expf?(x + x ? )gdx; x 2 (0; 1)
where the parameter a 2 R is not relevant for our results. The important parameter is 2 (1=2; 1). Let f n g be a sequence of nonnegative integers such that 0 n 2n and satisfying (2.9). Let us denote by h nm (x; ! ) the mth orthonormal polynomial with respect to x ? n ! (x)dx and byĥ nm (x; ! ) the corresponding mth monic orthogonal polynomial, i.e., h nm (x; ! ) = h nm (x; ! )= nm (! ) (4.2) where h nm (x; ! ) = nm (! )x m + lower degree terms.
For our further development, and to make the paper more self-contained, we recall several results contained in LLMF95], BHMF96], concerning the zeros of h nm (x; ! ) which are needed to estimate the rate of convergence. # with T n (z) = (z ?R n )(z ?r n ). Moreover g n (z; 1) and g n (z; 0) are the Green functions of n with pole at in nity and at zero respectively. Note g n (z; 1) = log j n (z)j.
For a given Borel measure we let V (z) = R log jz?tj ?1 d (t) be its logarithmic potential.
With this notation, we can formulate:
Theorem 4.2. Let d(z; n ) denote the distance from z to n . Then d(z; n )K n (z; ! ) j n (z)j expf! n ? 2V n (z)g where n is the solution of the following equilibrium potential problem 2V n (x) + x + x ? + n log x = ! n ; x 2 supp( n ) ! n ; x 2 R + n supp( n ) with ! n the corresponding equilibrium constant.
Furthermore, it holds 8z 2 C that n (z; f ) + 2V n (z) + 2n ? n ]g n (z; 1) + n log jzj + g n (z; 0)] = ! n ;
where with K given by (4.4).
Proof. By Corollary 3.9, we only need lower bounds for ( ) and for ( ) which were de ned in (2.14) and (2.17) respectively. We have (log Cap is the logarithmic capacity) and since g n (z; 0) = g ?1 n (1=z; 1), (we denote ?1 n = fz : 1=z 2 n g) This proves the theorem.
To end this section, we apply the results for the family of distributions (4.1) to certain integrands f. We consider integrands which can be described as follows. where the last equality holds because of the relation between K, K 0 and K 00 .
